We present the simplest constructions of nontrivial Robinson equivalence relations.
Several chapters of the book [1] deal with equivalence relations having the Robinson property (see Chapter XIX for definitions). For instance this property is naturally found in Keisler's probability logic (Chapter XIV), in topological and monotone logic (Chapters XV and III, via Chapter II, 7.1.5), and more generally, in nets of noncommutative Stone spaces [7, 8] .
Since =£2 for k extendible (Chapter XVIII, 3.3.7) had long been the only nontrivial example known to logicians, Lipparini's limit ultrapower characterization [3] yields the most general possible Robinson equivalence relation on the class of all (first-order) structures. This contrasts with the case of countable structures, where one only has the two trivial possibilities: elementary equivalence =, and isomorphism = [4] .
We aim at constructing large classes of examples, using only a minimum of the limit ultrapower machinery. We thus intend to provide raw material for the abstract theory developed in [5, 6] . As proved by Nadel [9] , every equivalence relation ~ (with the Robinson property) determines a smallest logic L with =¿ = ~, closed under atomic and Scott sentences, boolean operations (and obeying the Robinson consistency theorem). Hence our self-contained paper also contributes to the program of [9] of constructing logics with prescribed properties, starting from equivalence relations.
The author wishes to thank the referee for his suggestions and remarks.
THEOREM. There is a sequence {~a| a e On} of distinct Robinson equivalence relations with the additional property that for each ordinal a and each denumerable structure OT there is an uncountable structure 91 such that 9JI ~a 91.
PROOF. Referring throughout to [2] , let 7r = ir(D,V) -UD¡V be the limit ultrapower determined by the ultrafilter D on the index set I = (JD, and the filter V on 7 x 7. Then tt is a unary operation on the class of all structures, and we let 7T™ denote the n-fold composition of tt, where 7r° = identity. Each tt" is still a limit ultrapower. The class of all constructible limit ultrapowers can be naturally listed in a sequence indexed by the ordinals. This allows us to unambiguously speak of the first constructible limit ultrapower having a certain property. We define a sequence of triplets (Aa,7rQ, pa)aeOn by the following stipulations, where Z is the set of integers (actually, any other denumerable set would do as well):
DANIELE MUNDICI An. = least cardinal X > u> such that there is a constructible limit ultrapower tt satisfying |irZ| = A; 7Tn = first constructible limit ultrapower 7r with |ttZ| = An; Po =supn€j7T0lZ|, and for all ordinals a > 0, Xa = least cardinal A > supp<a p1 such that there is a constructible limit ultrapower 7T satisfying |7rZ| = A; 7TQ = first constructible limit ultrapower 7r with |7rZ| = Aa; pa =supnew|7r2Z|. For each ordinal a we now define ~a by StJt ~Q 91 iff for some m,n e u>, 7r™9JÎ = 7t™91. It follows that ~a is an equivalence relation on the class of all structures, and whenever 9J1 ~Q 91, then 9JÎ and 91 necessarily have the same type. Clearly, ~Q is preserved under the reduct and the renaming operations on structures. Further, = is a refinement of ~Q, and ~Q is a refinement of =. We show that ~a has the Robinson property. Let the structures 9JÎ and 91 have type r<m and t<j\ respectively; let t = rOT n r<n. Assume Wl \ r ~a 91 \ r, i.e. 7r™(9Jt |" r) ä 71^(91 f r) for some m,n e uj. Then (ir™ÜJl) \ r = (7r"91) \ t, and hence there exists a (unique, up to isomorphism) structure 93 of type r<m U Ty. such that 93 \ r<rj¡ = 7r™9Jt and 93 \ Trji = 7r™91. Therefore, 93 \ t<jji ~Q 9JÎ and 93 f r<rt ~a 91, as required.
We prove that ~Q ^ ~ß for all ordinals a < ß. Noting that Z ~ß KßZ, it suffices to disprove Z ~Q vr^Z. Indeed, if this were the case, then for some m,n e oj we would have |7r™Z| = \Tr™nßZ\. On the other hand we have ICZ| < Pa < supp1 <X0 = \tt0Z\ < \ixna-KßZ\, a contradiction.
Finally, for each denumerable 9JI, letting M be the universe of 9JÍ we have \TTaM\ = |ttqM| = |7TaZ| > w, and 7ra9JÎ ~Q 9Jt. n A family F of limit ultrapowers is said to be commuting (with respect to composition) if and only if for every tti , 7T2 G F we have 7T17T29JÎ = 7^19JÎ for all structures 9J1. The following is a simple variant of [3, 3.3] .
COROLLARY. Let S be a commuting semigroup of limit ultrapowers. Let ~s be defined by 9JÍ ~s 91 if and only if wiVJl = 7T291 for some 1^1,1^2 e S. Then ~s is a Robinson equivalence relation.
PROOF. The proof follows from the final arguments in the above proof. Commutativity and the semigroup property are used to show that ~s is transitive. D EXAMPLES, (i) The simplest commuting semigroups of limit ultrapowers are those of the form Sn = {7r"|n G w} for tt a fixed limit ultrapower. Using some kind of global choice principle if necessary, we see that every commuting family of limit ultrapowers can be extended to a maximal commuting semigroup.
(ii) As a further generalization, let us consider a semigroup 5 of limit ultrapowers with the following property: for all 7ri,7T2 6 5 there are 773,774 G S such that (*) 7T37Ti9Jl = 774 7^271, for all structures 9JÍ.
Defining ~g as above, we still have that ~s is a Robinson equivalence relation. Again, as in (i), S can be extended to a maximal semigroup with property (*). 
